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For a cleaner
future






Coral: leader in 
air filtration

For 65 years we have been jointly shaping all our manufacturing and plant engineering skills to serve specific air filtration needs. We are brilliant problem solvers who work tenaciously, even out of the box, producing high-quality products in-house. Air filtration plants that are chosen and regarded worldwide for their reliability and efficiency.
Discover the story
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Iperjet DF Tower: where others don't reach
It may happen that, for various reasons, a company's production area has ample space but is unable to install piping for a centralized air extraction and filtration system.
In cases like these, the solution is Iperjet DF Tower.
It is an exceptionally economical "stand-alone" filter unit in terms of investment, maintenance and energy consumption.
Perfect for extracting and filtering welding fumes, coarse and fine dust, dust and thermal cutting fumes, it has a highly efficient and incredibly quiet built-in fan that makes Iperjet DF Tower effective even in large environments.
There is no need to incur installation costs: just plug in the electricity and Iperjet DF Tower is immediately operational.
With easy front-access horizontal cartridges, maintenance is simple, fast and economical, further facilitated by the automatic compressed air cleaning system, which can be monitored, along with all other functions, from the touch screen control display with simple and intuitive interface.
Like all other filter units in the series, Iperjet DF Tower is based on the principle of "DownFlow," which is the separation by fall of the coarser pollutant particles (easily disposed of through the collection bin) from the finer ones, which are retained by the filter cartridges.
Iperjet DF Tower can be accessorized with HEPA H13 absolute filter for up to 99.95 percent filtration efficiency.
Discover Iperjet DF Tower





Case history





Coral for Tod's: experience in the service of luxury

Coral: a leader in air filtration For 65 years we have been jointly shaping all our manufacturing and plant engineering skills to serve the specific needs of...
Discover









Coral for Snam Renerwaste: turning waste into a resource while reducing environmental damage

Coral: a leader in air filtration For 65 years we have been jointly shaping all our manufacturing and plant engineering skills to serve the specific needs of...
Discover









There's a little Coral in space: the ammonium perchlorate dust filtration plant in the Guyanese Space Center

Coral: a leader in air filtration For 65 years we have been jointly shaping all our manufacturing and plant engineering skills to serve the specific needs of...
Discover









Coral for UNOADUE: creativity and innovation in safety

Coral: a leader in air filtration For 65 years we have been jointly shaping all our manufacturing and plant engineering skills to serve the specific needs of...
Discover









Narsi Group and Coral's contribution to Indian architectural excellence.

Coral: a leader in air filtration For 65 years we have been jointly shaping all our manufacturing and plant engineering skills to serve the specific needs of...
Discover














News
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   NewsInsight  January 23, 2024  
 HEPA filters in industrial air filtration systems
 Discover 
 
   [image: Coral Filtration Plants Wte Biomass] 
   NewsInsight  January 18, 2024  
 Biomass (WtE) plants: benefits, risks and prevention
 Discover 
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   NewsPressInsight  Dec. 22, 2023  
 A year of success and new partnerships: Coral's 2023 in a nutshell
 Discover 
 




In-house production line Coral
The quality of our in-house production ensures the utmost reliability of the products. These, in fact, undergo scrupulous testing to provide functional and functioning solutions. In addition, together with our team of professionals we are able to identify the best product for each need, and thanks to our know-how we can offer technical and flexible solutions adapted to the problems of each industry. 
Added to these characteristics is the choice to maintain in-house production , which is what makes the difference for us: everything is flexible, everything is under control, but most importantly, every product can be optimized because we know every detail of it perfectly.
Discover
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Engineering
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Design and supply of Coral vacuum systems
An experienced and highly qualified staff is available to customers for their custom design and installation needs. According to specific needs, the Coral Engineering division offers the most comprehensive service, from feasibility study to design, installation and after-sales service.
Discover Engineering





The workplace, 
an environment to be protected
[image: Homepage Air Filtration Sectors Coral]

Sectors
	Aeronautics and aerospace
	Composites
	Rubber, plastic and packaging
	Agribusiness
	Automotive
	Electronics
	Recycling and waste disposal
	Painting

See all








Domestic production, 
foreign market
Coral solutions are distributed worldwide through a sales network consisting partly of in-house employees and partly of partner resellers to establish a widespread brand presence. 







Environmental Responsibility

A better future 
is built together.
We strive every day to create a better world. We work to increase the effectiveness of our products so that the constant reduction of pollutants in the air is ensured and also the decrease of customers' costs because a longer service life is ensured.







Who chose us
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Sign up for Coral newsletter
    Email    
   Acceptance of privacy policy To subscribe to the newsletter, you must agree to our privacy policy. 
  I accept the conditions  
 You can unsubscribe at any time by clicking on the appropriate link in the footer of the newsletters or by writing to coral@coral.eu.
 
  We use Mailchimp as our marketing platform. By clicking below to subscribe, you acknowledge that your information will be transferred to Mailchimp for processing. Learn more about Mailchimp's privacy practices here.
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Contact
	19121 Marketplace Avenue, Bldg. 1, Suite 165 78640, Kyle, Texas, USA
	+1 480 796 5352



Coral S.p.a.
(headquarter)
	Corso Europa, 597
10088 Volpiano, TO
Italy
	+39 011 98 22 000
	coral@coral.eu
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